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CONCERNING THE SPIRITUAL IN CYBERSPACE
Summary
Cyberspace technologies prov1de new
opportunities and questions concerning the
sp1ntual. Th1s paper looks the sp1ritual in
20th century art and sc1ence as the bas1s
for examin1ng the spiritual impllcat1ons 1n
cyberspace, itself the outgrowth of art and
sc1ence This 1s followed by a d1scuss1on of
the virtual worlds of W1ll1am G1bson and
Frank Tipler. The emerging discipline of stu
d1es 1n consc1ousness 1s 1ntroduced as a link
between the spintual and the d1g1tal, and
the prophet1c work of the Jesu1t Te1lhard de
Chard1n discussed for h1s concept of the
'noosphere' The spir1tual 1mpl1cat1ons of a
consc1ous Internet are then exam1ned
Keywords: sp1ritual. cyberspace, consc1ousness, G1bson. Tipler,
Te1lhard de Chardin, art1f1c1al l1fe, virtual cosmogenesis

The Spiritual in 20th C Art and
Science
In th1s paper I shall use a simple categorisation of the sp1ntual.
a d1st1nction between the religious, the occult and the trans
cendent. The ·spir1tua!' will be a broad term that covers these
three d1st1nct areas. The rellgious is intended to convey trad1t1onal and organised rellg1ous sp1ntuallty such as Chnst1anity ,
Islam, or Buddh1sm; the occult an esoteric preoccupat1on w1th
such matters as the paranormal, re,ncarnation, cla,rvoyance
and disembod1ed beings; and f1nally the transcendent as
dealing w1th a sh1ft 1n personal ident1ty from the physical and
temporal to the 1nfinite and eternal. or w1th myst1cal union, or
w,th 'nirvana'. Clearly the boundaries between the rel1g1ous,
the occult, and the transcendent (as used here) are blurred.
but can be useful 1n looking at the sp1ntual in art and sc1ence.
The twent1eth century has seen the development and promo
t,on of alternative forms of sp1ntual1ty, sorne of wh,ch have
had a signif,cant 1mpact on modern art. The key movements in
Europe at the beg1nn1ng of the century 1nclude Theosophy,
founded by H.P.Blavatsky and H S.Olcott, Anthroposophy,
founded by Rudo!/ Steiner, and the work of G.I.GurdJieff and
P.D.Ouspensky. Ali three movements had expllc1t teach1ngs on
the arts. though Steiner and Gurd11eff made the arts more cen
tral to the lives of the1r students than Theosophy, wh1ch focu
sed on the preparat1on for the new World Teacher (a conflat1on
of the second coming of Chnst and the Buddha). There 1s not
space here to even introduce the teachings of these three
movements, other than to say that all three have an occult lea
n1ng (as def1ned earller), GurdJ1eff and Theosophy share sorne
transcendental elements, and Anthroposophy and GurdJieff
include strong Christian themes
In examining the spir1tual in 20th century art we are 1ndebted
to art historian Roger Lipsey for ground-break1ng work 1n h1s
book An Art of Our Own - The Sp1r1tual 1n Twentieth-Century
Art One of the prem1ses of h1s work 1s that the amval of the
abstract in modern art allowed a new exploration of the spir1tu
al, he 1s also clear that Theosophy was amongst the 1mportant
spiritual 1nfluences of the time. However the tens1on between
the spiritual and artistic is immediately present in his choice of
title, for 1t comes from a quote from Brancusl'
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In the art of other times there is a JOY,but
with it the nlghtmare that the religions drag
with them. There is joy in Negro sculpture,
among the nearly archaic Greeks, in some
things of the Chinese and the Gothic
oh,
we find It everywhere. But even so. not so
well as it might be with us in the future, if
only we were to free ourselves of all this
It is time we had an art of our own.
The ‘all this’ we need to free ourselves from, and which 20th
century Western artists and writers have done so thoroughly
is the religious baggage of previous centuries. In Modernism
and later art movements the 20th century does have an art of
Its own, but Lipsey is interested in where the spiritual lies within it. If the modern artist rejects traditional religion, what IS
the source of the splntual? In the first decades of the century
the answer, using the terminology of this paper, is in the
occult, though 20th century innovation in art also maintained
its ancient function: to act as a religious vehicle. This function
of art WIII always remain while mainstream religions are part of
mainstream culture, and innovators llke Antonio Gaudi simply
prove that religious art will always be fertile. However we are
Interested In new art and spiritualities that arise in conjunction
with new thinking in the 20th century (particularly science) and
how these meet in cyberspace. Returning to Gaudi: mainstream religion has lost ground to the two other types of spirituality categorised here, the occult and the transcendent. If the
occult was the cultural preoccupation In the early part of the
20th century, there can be no doubt that In the latter part it
has been the transcendent. We see this markedly with the
American Abstract Expressionists after WW2, and I would
argue that the transcendent is again the preoccupation with
the artists of cyberspace.
The transcendent can show itself as a transcendence of the
blologlcal organism; many Indeed speak of a post-biological
world, or of ‘obsolescence of the body’. This is the theme of
the work of performance artist Stelarc. His visually stunning
performances raise all kinds of questions regarding transcendence of the body, surrender of personal ~111,and the acceptance of pain, all of which are tradltlonally spiritual questlons.
In intervlew however he is rather wary of the direct spiritual
implica trons of his work; even though he practised yoga for
twenty years he does not want direct parallels to be drawn.
Faker Musafar IS another performance artist, though working
without electronics, but IS less reticent than Stelarc about the
spiritual - Indeed he critlcises Stelarc for his silence on this
area. Musafar’s work turns us back to the occult (as deflned
here): it has its roots in out-of-body experiences, shamanism,
and fetishism. An overwhelming spiritual experience at the
age of seventeen (after fasting and a form of self-immolation)
led to a conviction that he had lived before in a completely different culture and time, and that the erotic and bodily were
deeply linked to the spintual. He comments:
That beautiful experience colored my whole
existence. From that day on I wanted everyone to have that kind of liberation. I felt free
to express life through my body. It was
now my media, my own personal “llvlng
canvas,’ ‘living clay.” It belonged to me to
use. And that is just what I have done for
the past thirty years. I learned to use the
body. It IS mine, and yours, to play with! I
wrote a poem after the experience. It said:
Poke your finger into Red,
Feel the feeling through.
And when the feeling is no more,
Fee/ no-feeling too!

Musafar IS signlflcant as an artist who occupies the spiritual
territory of the fakir (usefully defined for us in the work of
G.I.Gurdjieff 1, that is one who’s path IS through the body rather than through mind or heart The transcendent implications
in his poem, and the occult nature of his out-f-body
experiences reminds one again that we cannot apply these categories too strictly however.
An important contemporary piece that has implications for the
spiritual in cyberspace is Char Davies’ Osmose, an ‘immersive
virtual space’ Inspired partly by a mind-altering experience as
a deep-sea diver. The work has transcendent overtones, rather than religious or occult, and operates via interactlon with
the user’s breathing. Meditation on the breath IS one of the
fastest routes to transcendence In Buddhism, and in many languages the word for breath has the same root as the word for
soul. Davies emphasises both breath (with Its transcendent
dimension) and balance (with its integrating dimension) in her
VR piece, giving osmosis as the metaphor driving its conception: ‘transcendence of difference through mutual absorption,
dissolution of boundaries between inner and outer, intermingling of self and world, longing for the Other.’ While transcendence is a theme here, so IS integration, particularly of mind
and body: “Our culture’s privileging of the mind over matter
has contributed to devaluation of the body. as well as women
and various ‘others.’ ’ Her comment points up one of the
paradoxes of the spiritual: transcendence in religious and mystical thlnking is as often about integrating mind and body
(Yoga, Walt Whitman) as about transcending it (Buddhism,
Plato). This paradox is at the heart of spiritual Issues in cyberspace; the recent ‘Religion Issue” of Medlamatic (for example)
shows this In a number of essays. This paradox may not go
away, but recent developments In science have made great
contributions to understanding the Issues involved.
Books (mainly by physicists) have appeared in the last four
years with titles such as The Mind of God, or The God
Particle, or with subtitles such as Science. Religion and the
Search for God, or Modern Cosmology, God, and the
Resurrection of the Dead. Many more are also in print that
relate science, usually the ‘New Physics’ that arises from
quantum mechanics, to spintuality. It IS a reasonable assertion
today to say that the subjective entered science with quantum
mechanics (this is enshrined in a minimal kind of way in what
IS known as the Copenhagen Interpretation). Whether the spintual does or does not IS a question that IS highly debatable;
the erudite New Age guru and writer Ken Wllber denies it,
while a more cautious approach may be to suggest that it
gave the scientists the first real excuse to talk about the spiritual In addition to the approaches based purely on quantum
mechanics there is another approach, called the anthropic principle, which finds wider evidence for the central role of human
existence or consciousness in the structure of the universe.
An example is the ratio of fundamental constants to each
other, such as that of the mass to the charge on the electron:
the tiniest change in this ratio would mean that the universe
as we know it would be Impossible. This theme is developed
fully in Tippler and Barrow’s The Anthropic Cosmological
Principle
Though many scientists, through the confrontation with quantum theory and other developments in the ‘new’ physics,
were having to re-evaluate science Itself, and in many cases
found parallels in religion or mysticism, it was the physicist
Fntlof Capra who first brought the parallels to popular attention in 1975 with his book The Tao of Physics. Gary Zukav. trained in the liberal arts rather than physics, followed with The
Dancing Wu Li Masters in 1979. If we relate the works of
Capra and Zukav to our simple taxonomy of the spiritual, then
the parallels they draw are mainly to the transcendent, with
references here and there to the occult.
Roger Llpsey’s thesis in his An Art of Our Own IS that the

transformrng event for the sprrrtual in 20th century art was the
development of abstract art. The transforming event for spirituality in 20th century physrcs is clearly quantum theory. What
then can we say about the spiritualrty of the late 20th / early
21st century cyber amst. who effortlessly integrates the artistic and screntifrc progress of the 20th century? Do we agree
with Roy Ascott that all art up to and including Modernism and
Postmodernism is largely a failure and is both to be swept
aside and consummated in cyberspace? These are difficult
questions and rely as much on an understandrng of scrence as
they do of culture.
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We cannot investigate the sprritual in cyberspace without reference to the man who coined the term: William Grbson. His
seminal science frctron novel Neuromancer in fact raises many
of the fundamental questions about cyberspace, though they
are not In the first instance spiritual questions. One scene that
poses the most difficult technical question is on the virtual
beach towards the end of the story. If we really wanted to
build a virtual reality that imitated beyond any doubt the real
world (or a real beach) then we need to use physics - right
down to the molecular level The appearance and behavrour of
objects depends on this, the exact drstribution of momenta
and artrculations In the suspension of a car determines the
way it corners for example; the exact distribution of pigments
and carriers in the car’s paintwork determines its finish (and
whether the car looks new and expensive or old and cheap). A
convincrng reality requires modellrng at the molecular (or even
atomrc) level, and for this you would need a processor for
every molecule or atom. ‘Molecular computing’ as it is called
does look in fact like a possrbrlrty, but even if we could build
an information processor at the molecular size, we would land
up needing one per molecule in our model: in other words you
would need a whole universe to model a universe! Think back
to Gtbson’s beach as Case and Molly survive on washed-up
ration tins - she comments that it (reality) is ‘seamless’
Would you need a computer the size of the beach (and the
sea and the sky) to srmulate it? The grains of sand fall off her
ankle, It smells of brine, the teeth on his French nylon zipper
are clogged with salt.
There is one escape from this restriction: procedural modelling. This is a technique whereby, for example, cities can be
constructed using a rule-based system: by abstractrng out the
main principles whereby cities grow and their elements are
constructed and appear to us, we can generate cities (or
beaches) ‘on the fly’. In addition we need (In visual terms) to
be able to render any vrew of these constructed environments
on the fly, but this is a separate problem requiring only that
there is adequate processrng power. An inadequate processing system might result in ‘picture loss’ if turning one’s virtual head rapidly, or when directing one’s gaze beyond the boundaries of the virtual world (what has Wintermute constructed
for Case and Molly beyond the bluff at the end of their
beach?) There IS, sadly, an objection to the procedural modellrng let-out: yes, it would require a computer some orders of
magnitude smaller than the universe, but It would need to be
orders of magnitude faster; and we know that the speed of all
interactions are limrted by the speed of light.

Immortalrty. Tipler’s Ideas can be summansed as follows.
modern cosmology predicts the elimination of brologrcal life as
we know it, either through the ‘heat death’ (lack of energy in
fact) in an ever-expanding universe, or its consumption In the
inferno of the ‘big crunch’ (the final singularity of the universe
as it contracts again). In any case organic life on Earth has only
some billions of years to go before the Sun wipes It out.
However, the anthropic principle requires that life (consciousness) is central to the cosmos, and therefore the future evolution of it must be such as to ensure Its existence (In some
form or other) for eternity. From this premise Tipler deduces
that we shall all be resurrected by God to live for ever In the
far future: what’s more he claims to have the screntrfic ‘proof’
for the existence of God and our immortality. Here is the conclusion to his book:
The Omega Point Theory [the name is
taken from Teilhard de Chardin’s writings]
allows the key concepts of the
Judeo-Christian-Islamic
tradition now to be
modern physics concepts: theology IS nothing but physical cosmology based on the
assumption that lrfe as a whole is immortal
A consequence of this assumption IS the
resurrection of everyone who ever lived to
eternal life. Physics has now absorbed
theology, the divorce between science and
religion, between reason and emotron. is
over.
I began this book with an assertion on the
pointlessness of the universe by Steven
Weinberg. He repeats this in his latest
book, Dreams of a Final Theory, and goes
on to say “... I do not for a minute think that
science will ever provide the consolations
that have been offered by religion in facrng
death.’
I disagree. Science can now offer precisely
the consolations in facing death that religion
once offered. Religron is now part of science.
To show that his premises lead to his (startling) conclusions,
Xpler has to make a number of radical assumptions along the
way. Firstly, life, Including the personality of every person that
ever existed, can exist as a digital srmulation; secondly that
robot ‘probes’ can colonise the universe (thus disseminating
digrtally encoded life) and engulf the universe with intelligence
before its collapse has gone too far; third that this Intelligent
life can engineer the final collapse in an asymmetrical way
(harnessing the features of chaos theory) in order to provide
huge amounts of usable energy, fourthly that thus collective
intelligence (called the Omega Point) will be benign enough to
collect all possible data regardrng each one of us and initiate
our eternal simulation on vast computers; and finally that the
last infinitesimally small period of trme before the final singularity will feel ‘subjectrvely’ to us like an eternity.

This objection to Gibson’s vrsron of cyberspace is only a technical one however. Behind It there is a more fundamental one
of cosmogenesis, which is a spiritual one: who or what has
put the virtual show together. Before tackling this question, let
us look at an even more radical version of cyberspace: that of
Frank Tpler.

Each of these major assumptions then requires another group
of assumptions to make them work: for example that colonrsation of the universe will be achievable through matter
/anti-matter engines (no-one knows at this point how to build
one). and that mind is computable so that we can be ‘uploaded’ into computers (Roger Penrose, for one, disagrees with
this 1. Our resurrection then depends on the fact that Irving
persons now (and in the past) can be photographed brllrons of
years in the future from the light-rays bouncing off the edge
of the universe, and that will give the Omega Point sufficient
information to run an exact simulation of us, preferably
choosing us in our prime.

Frank Tipler is a physicist and author of The Physics of

But what if it would It take a universe to model a universe, as I

suggest? Gibson as a fantasy writer does not need to worry
about this, and Tipler clearly has not contemplated this possrbrIrty, merely extrapolating from the present progress in computer power to the assumption that an Infinite computrng power
will be avarlable in the far future. If my objection is right
though, we can only create a virtual universe that IS a
low-resolution universe: we can only to model the salient
features and leave out or fake the rest. (For a further discussron of faking It see my paper on virtual reality Virtual Reality:
Grve Us a Vrsual Clue. ) This would mean restricting the posstbilrtres for the virtual Inhabitants, not expanding them as Tipler
suggests.
While I believe that the anthropic principle deserves a place in
modern thought, it IS undermrned In this work by IpIer’s
obviously emotional attempt to avoid his own, and others’,
mortalrty. The really interesting part of his work, and of a growrng number of other screntrsts’. IS their willrngness to use
(some would say hijack) the language of religion. In terms of
the categories of sprritualrty developed above, Tipler’s work IS
clearly relrgious (or theological) rather than occult or transcendent.
One of the interesting sprntual implications of Grbson’s or
IpIer’s vrrtual universes lies In their origrns The cosmogonies
that we are familiar with from Genesis or Plato’s Imaeus
have competed with modern theories of evolution, and we
have the same problem in virtual cosmogony. Is our virtual
world designed by a person playing as God, is it designed by
committee, or does it evolve from an inrtral set of conditions (a
virtual Big Bang)? In religious terms we are confronted with
the equrvalents of monotheism, polytheism, and Dersm
Dersm IS the late Enlightenment/early
Darwinrst belief that
God created only the starting condrtions and then stood back
and watched the universe unfold (though according to some
he lost interest and got involved in more promrsrng projects)
One way of tackling the cosmogenesis problem IS to ask the
question of how consciousness enters the virtual universe.
For Grbson it is easy: we use the tradrtronal carrier of human
conscrousness. the human body/brain, and merely connect It
electrically with the simulation: we jack-in to the vrrtual universe Stelarc and Char Davies show us this technology in its
early stage. lipler poses a much more difficult scenario however, as the body IS drscarded and consciousness itself is downloaded. To consrder this problem we need to take a brief look
at our current thrnkrng on consciousness.

with the term dualrst. argurng that scientific advances since
Descartes, particularly quantum theory, make the term less
useful than In an era of Newtonian mechanics. Penrose believes that quantum-mechanical
effects In the brain allow for the
entry of important aspects of conscrousness that cannot be
explained by the ‘classical’ science of Cnck and Dennett.
these being indeterminacy (allowrng for free will) and coherence (allowrng for the holrstrc nature of consciousness). Penrose
suggests that the transfer of quantum mechanical phenomena
Into the classrcal region of the brain is a result of physics that
we do not yet understand, and proposes that structures called
mrcrotubules are the location for these effects The basic problem that dualists face IS this. how to explain that a non-material entity such as mind can influence the brain as matter
(downward causation) and how matter can impinge on mind
(upward causatron) Downward causation is only a real problem If one privileges free will (most scientists consider thus to
be something of an rllusron) whrle the problem of upward causation is simply a recastrng of the basic problem of consciousness. Another way of putting the classrcal dualrst position is
that conscrousness ‘accrues’ to organisms under the right
conditions, this doesn’t however provide an explanation.
The more engineering-minded
of conscrousness screntists
duck the phrlosophrcal Issues for the time berng and construct
machines which could eventually be conscious, then, they say,
we’ll cut them up and see what makes consciousness tick.
Dennett IS pursuing a mild form of this, focusing on cognrtrve
robots that specialise in vision, but the computer scientist lgor
Aleksander for example has gone further in deliberately constructing a machine to be artificially conscrous. It is called
Magnus; It consrsts of an artificial neural net (ANN) of some
16,000 neuron equivalents, and is designed to tell us what it IS
like to be Magnus
Where both materialists and dualists probably agree is that the
complexity of an organism, whether biological or technological, has a bearing on the potential for consciousness.
Matenalrsts can approach this posrtron via chaos theory, and
posit that consciousness is an emergent phenomenon requrring a certain level of complexrty wrthin the organism Dualrsts
also agree that consciousness accrues to organrsms depending on their complexity. Let us look at an rnfluentral writer on
sprritualrty whose work supports this vrew’ Tielhard de
Chardrn.

Consciousness
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It is only possible to grve here a brief summary of the positions of the key players and the key debates on consciousness, but the main posrtions can be usefully categonsed as
materialtst and dualist. Francrs Crick, famous for his part in the
discovery of DNA, probably best represents the materialist or
reductionrst vrew of conscrousness, summed up In his ‘astonishing hypothesis ’ that we are nothing more than a pack of
neurons, and that all conscrousness is merely neuronal actrvity. He seeks to find the neural correlates of perceptions (he
works mainly with the sense of sight), thus tackling the qualia
problem (i.e. explarning the ‘redness’ of red), and eventually to
find the neural correlate of consciousness. Daniel Dennett, a
philosopher, IS a more moderate materialist who rejects the
Cartesian duality of mind and brain, and wishes to replace the
concept of a Cartesian theatre (where all sensory input are ultrmately unified into a holistic perception) with the Multrple
Drafts Model Thus only accepts that perceptions are consCIOUSwhen ‘noted down’ in memory, and proposes a continual edrtorial process as a model for consciousness (the
‘word-processing” model7).
The dualrsts in some way or other are forced to accept
Descartes view of a ‘ghost in a machine’, or some krnd of distinction between brarn and mind. Roger Penrose , is not happy

Terlhard de Chardrn (1881 - 1955) was a Jesuit priest and a
palaeontologist wrth a special interest in evolutron. His convictron that evolutronary theory was correct and applied to man
(at least as far as he was an organism) ran, of course, headlong into his Church trainrng. and hence he struggled with it in
a way that a lay scientist would not have had to. The Church
prohibrted him from publtshing hrs honest and unique attempt
to reconcrle hrs science and religion, with the result that his
mafor works were published only after his death. In The
Phenomenon of Man he shows how man was not merely the
arrival of a new species, but an event for the whole planet:
the creation of a new ‘layer.’ The first layer (itself composed of
substrata) IS the geosphere, the second the btosphere, and
with man came the noosphere. Biogenesis gave rise to Irving
organrsms, psychogenesis gave rise to an animal with a mend,
and noogenesis gives rise to a planetary mind or consciousness. The noosphere arises from us communicatrng with each
other, and as this communication reaches speed and critical
mass the noosphere is created Through thus Idea de Chardrn
accommodates both the brologrsts’ discoveries and the
Church teaching of the elevated positron of man:
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With that It bursts upon us how utterly warped IS every classi-

frcatron of the living world In whrch man only figures logrcally
as a genus or new famrly This IS an error of perspective which
deforms and uncrowns the whole phenomenon of the universe. To give man his true place in nature it is not enough to find
one more pigeon-hole In the edrfice of systematisatron or
even an addrtronal order or branch With homrnrsatron, in spite
of the insignrfrcance of the anatomrcal leap, we have the
beginning of a new age. The earth ‘gets a new skin’. Better
stall, It finds Its soul.
De Chardin could not anticipate the exact nature of future
communications systems, but many commentators now think
that the Internet IS the key structure that allows for the formation of the noosphere. Jennrfer Cobb Kreisberg has Introduced
de Chardin to the Wired readership ; Paul Groot has rntroduted him to the Medramatic readership ; both In connection
with the Net. So can we conclude, like Kreisberg and Groot,
that de Chardin predicted that the planet would ‘finds its soul’
through the Internet? And what could this mean? Let us
explore thus question through from the perspective of consciousness.
The

Conscious

Net?

The brain has of the order of 10 brllron neurons giving a storage capacity of 10 to the 15 bits of information. The complexity
of the brain may In fact be much higher than this if the work
of Hammerof IS proven correct: he proposes that the microtubules in each neuron interact wtth those in other neurons
throughout the brain, givrng a massively higher connectivity.
(We may remember that Aleksander’s Magnus has only
16,000 artifrcral neurons in comparison.) The Internet may
have the potential to reach such connectivity, so why should it
not eventually become conscious, fulfrllrng de Chardin’s prophecy of the planetary soul? From both the materialist and
dualist understanding of consciousness there are no rmmediate reasons why not, but I have reservatrons. Let us look at
look at the relatronshrp between consciousness and complexrty in terms of what the Artrfrcial Life people call the four F’s:
feeding, fighting, fleeing, and reproductron.
In a world of finite resources complexity grows as a survival
strategy (accordrng to Darwinian thrnking) If you wished to
evolve complex life, then a very simple strategy is to make its
prime requirement, energy, scarce. The hunt for energy (food)
then requires the evolution of complex sensory apparatus, and
the abilrty to model the natural environment in order to antrcipate the changrng patterns of availabrlrty, favouring the development of mind and rntellrgence. This satrsfres chaos theory,
but what about dualrsm7 Simply this: It IS interesting to have
to search or hunt for food. A fine balance then evolves
between the anxiety that grows when insufficient food is
found to maintain the integrity of the organism, and the
delight in Its procurement and consumptron (energy is delight,
sard Blake)
As populations increase, and different species evolve drfferent
strategies for energy gathering, fighting for food becomes inevitable. but provrdes another major stimulus for the growth of
complexity. Fighting may not always provide ‘delight’, but it
always provides drama. A pacifist may find this a hard proposrtron. but without the possibility for conflrct I believe that consciousness would fade and die. Fleeing is a natural counterpart
to fighting: if the odds are hopeless then the intellrgent thing
to do is flee, and In complexrty terms this provides stimulus
for welldeveloped
motor systems. In terms of dualism we
have the introduction of a psychologrcal element that is essential to the drama of life: fear I belreve that fear IS another
essential component of consciousness
As organisms of any kind, however good their self-repairing
systems are, must die (Plato pornts this out when he calls the

body a “composite thing”), offspnng are essential. For all the
higher life-forms on this planet sexual reproductron seems to
be the norm, despite the brologists’ inabrlrty to find a good
reason for it. For humans thus Introduces one of the major
complexifyrng factors in behavrour love
From chaos theory we learn that it is not enough that an organism IS complex in terms of quantity (in this context the mere
number of neurons or Interacting elements), but It has to be in
structure Our four F’s show how complex structures anse in
life through the pressures on rndrviduals, and the tensions
between competrtron and cooperanon in all four aspects From
this perspectrve we arrive at the first of several arguments
against the conscrous Net: there is only one Net. With no one
to play with, or to fight with, or to mate with how would rnterest, aggression, fear, or love arise? And how would the
necessary complexrty for consciousness arise? Remember
that quantity is not enough; structure is needed
A second objection arises from research into synthetic actors
by the Thalmann team in Geneva They encode a virtual unrverse of sets and actors, and attempt to give the actors personalities through limited autonomy and personal goals. All this
information is present within a single computer system, and
has to be available to different subsystems at different times,
in thus respect no different to the Internet. It became a problem to keep the actors ‘interesting’ If they had complete
access to the database. How can you make a detective movie
with synthetic actors if they know the murderer from the
start7 How can there be any dramatic tension if a synthetic
actor can ‘see’ through a wall to the VICIOUS killer or ternfred
blonde on the other side? It turned out that the only solution
to maintaining any kind of drama rn the virtual universe IS to
keep its actors ignorant to some degree; they do this by endowing them with an artrfrcial vision as an analogue to our
own.20 For the Net to engage in any of the life-dramas necessary for complexrty/consciousness
it would have to ‘partition’
Itself In a similar way and set parts of itself in competitron with
other parts quite at odds with the whole ongrn and ethos of
the Net
The third oblection to a conscious Net is the lack of a body, or
at least an interesting one: what can you do If your physrcal
manifestation is a sphere? There are no articulations and nowhere to go (except round and round In crrcles). It would have
to find energy of course, but would its search be interesting?
Would It have the fun of waiting behrnd a rock to pounce on a
rabbit? Or of wandenng like a cow through fields of sweetsmelling JUICYgrass? Or browsing through the delrcatessen
counter at the supermarket? None of these I suggest.
For these reasons, I am not sure that the Net, or some equrvalent noosphere has the right conditions for conscrousness as
we know It However, the inexorable progress towards rntellrgent robots does satisfy all the condrtrons for artrfrcial life, and
we can empathrse with the kind of consciousness they may
potentrally possess. But the Internet, or any similar monolrthrc
neuronal structure with no body (worth speaking of), or similar
companions to interact with, could not have conscrousness as
we know it. De Chardin was not suggesting this of course. hrs
“confluence of thought” would surely create a unique consciousness; Tipler IS moving In the same direction with his
“Omega Point’. I think that we are left with two possrbrlitres.
firstly that the Net as conscious being would ‘partttron’ Itself
into multrple personalrties and act out dramas In a virtual world
similar to Grbson’s, but If any of us tned this wouldn’t it be treated as a sign of insanity? The second is that the Net would
become God. Though I don’t propose to debate thus further,
isn’t it perhaps what de Chardin, and countless others perhaps, are lookrng for7 Isn’t It perhaps the driving obsession
behrnd the technology?

The Spiritual in Cyberspace
To sum up: the cyberspace technolog1es of the Internet and
1mmersive Virtual Reallt1es present us with spiritual poss1bili
ties and quest1ons that are not all new, but are sharply accen
tuated. However the h1ghly speculative work of Gibson, lipler
and Teilhard de Chardin are all amenable to a cnticism based in
actual research programmes, whether in consciousness, VR,
or synthet1c cinema; likew1se a broad base of spintual tradition
1s needed. On a pract1cal note, Web sites like SpiritNet provide
a forum for debate and dissemination concerning the spiritual
on the Internet, while 1mmersive reallt1es llke Char Davies'
Osmose challenge the assumption that mind should be privile
ged over body. The transcendence of the body is probably the
key spiritual question in cyberspace; the question whether
God will emerge from a glonfied telephone system is attracti
ve, but probably less amenable to proper debate. As electron1c
art1sts the immortallty of our artefacts may be assured, but
1sn't the prospect of our own digital immortality terrify1ng7
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